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Founded in 2017 All Nine Yards is built upon the pillars 

of Hardrock with Grunge, Rock and Metal influences.

2018 the band released its first 4 Track „Just A Demo“. 

2019 the 6 track “The Silver EP” was finalized, which 

developed the band´s distinctive sound even further, 

followed up by the BLUE LP in 2020. Two further singles 

have been released since, all in all amassing nearly 1 

million plays on Spotify to date.

Musically this is where worlds collide: Rock groove 

meets Metal riff and Pop melodies are layered with 

Hardrock - Somewhere between Stone Sour, Nothing 

More and Guns n Roses:

All Nine Yards

ABOUT



DISCOGRAPHY

Just A DEMO - 2018

SILVER EP - 2019

BLUE LP - 2020

CUBE OF YEAH - 2020
(SINGLE)

DON´t WAKE ME YET - 2021
(SINGLE)



E.D. Matthews -Lead vox

“As long as it´s loud!” “Is my hair okay!?”

About:
Since he was nine E.D. has been involved in an intense 

musical career, spanning from studio productions to TV 

appearances. Next to being a gifted singer (and guitarist) 

he is the front presence that defines the full force of A9Y.  

He is not only a frontman, he is THE frontman destined 

to become a legend (if for nothing else than for his one 

of a kind silver shoes).

Former bands: 
Numerous Studio productions / Atomic Blond

Inspiration:
30 Seconds to Mars / Bullet for my Valentine / Seeed 



marc -guitars & Vox

“F*** it, I´m doing it!”

About:
Coming from an English household he was born and 

raised with the likes of the Rolling Stones, Beatles and 

Queen instilled into him while still in the womb (not to 

mention the darkest possible English humor). 

His Blues Rock lead guitar approach and love for dirty, 

grungy riffs is one of the defining cornerstones of the 

A9Y sound.

Former bands: 
Fluid Enc. / GritSpit / GraustufeRot

Inspiration:
Guns n Roses / Queen / Stone Sour



Thomas -guitars

“Coffee? Is okay!”

About:
As a purely self taught guitarist he has no idea what a C 

Major actually looks like... but who needs that when you 

can write bad ass riffs right? 

His unorthodox playing style adds just the right flavor 

to the one of a kind A9Y mix. Next to his rythm guitar 

activities he works as a part time Daniel Craig double.

Former bands: 
Led Astray / Plusmatic / GraustufeRot

Inspiration:
Rage against the Machine / Machine Head / Faith No 

More



PETER -bass

“If it sounds good, it IS good!”

About:
This man is a veteran within the music scene...

Next to keeping the band tight with his distinct low 

frequency grooves, his flashy pink bass and stage 

presence will blind you!

Former bands: 
Contrasts / Carpathia / Vantasten / Fluid Enc.

Inspiration:
Faith No More / T.M. Stevens / Secondhand Serenade



marc -drums

“Never underestimate the Boom Boom Tschack!”

About:
He is the driving force behind the push pull rythm that 

defines A9Ys undeniable groove. 

Not only does he know where to place his kick and 

snare, more importantly, he knows when not to: 

Simple - in your face - on point!

Former bands: 
Dandelion / One Last Symbol

Inspiration:
Pearl Jam / Foo Fighters / Turbostaat
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